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PUBLISHER’S NOTE
Tackling heart health

O

ver the past 2 years, we have been surrounded by an overwhelming
amount of information about the COVID-19 pandemic. From vaccines
to the development of new variants, it’s easy to get caught up in the

moment and forget there are other aspects of our health we need to take care
of, such as our heart.
February is American Heart Month, and according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 1 in every 5 female deaths in the United
States is from heart disease, which is the leading cause of death of US
women.1 Additionally, cardiovascular disease accounted for the highest
percentage of total deaths for all subgroups of women in 2018, according
to the American Heart Association.2
American Heart Month serves as a reminder for health care providers

to not only provide the best care possible to their patients but also
prioritize their own health. It can be easy to forget to care for yourself
both physically and mentally, especially during a pandemic. Some heart
healthy tips to reduce your risk of heart disease include limiting your
alcohol consumption, managing your stress levels, making healthy food
choices, and, if you smoke, quitting smoking.1
For our February issue, Contemporary OB/GYN® hopes to bring back
the focus on heart health with a featured peer-reviewed article on statin
use in midlife women (page 10). This comprehensive article tackles risk
assessment of cardiovascular disease in women and provides tips on
lifestyle counseling, medication management, and the adverse effects
of using statins to help physicians provide optimal care to their patients’
and their own heart health. 

Mike Hennessy Jr

President and CEO, MJH Life Sciences®
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EDITORIAL
by CATHERINE Y. SPONG, MD

Vaccination:
Protecting our most vulnerable

F

or more than 70 years, vaccination has been a public health
strategy for disease mitigation.
Even in populations often
considered “vulnerable”—children
and pregnant women—vaccination is
strongly recommended and commonly
embraced. Vaccinations for measles,
mumps, rubella, and pertussis, to name
a few, are routinely administered to
children. Influenza and tetanus toxoid,
reduced diphtheria toxoid, and acellular pertussis (Tdap) vaccines should be
administered in pregnancy, as recommended by professional organizations
including the American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists and
the Advisory Council on Immunization
Practices. Both vaccines are standard
inoculations in pregnancy, decreasing
the risk of influenza and pertussis in
pregnant women and their infants.
COVID-19 vaccination is also recommended for pregnant women;
however, to date, vaccinations lag in
this group (Figure 1). Because of the
Omicron surge, infection in pregnancy
has skyrocketed. We are seeing a more
than 500% increase in COVID-19 diagnoses. Thankfully, the severity with
Omicron is much lower than with
the Delta variant.1 It is not, however,
without an impact on our field, as
the donning and doffing of personnel
protective equipment and the deluge
of patients are not insignificant and
are further taking a toll on providers—
both physicians and nurses. With this
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the CDC reports disappointing uptake of even non–COVID-19 vaccination in pregnancy.2 Of 1795 pregnant
women between October 2020 and
January 2021, just 55% received influenza and 53.5% received Tdap vaccinations. Furthermore, just 30.7%
received both influenza and Tdap
vaccines. These rates are relatively
stagnant, as data from 2017 report
Tdap vaccination in pregnancy at
50.4%.4 These rates pale in comparison with vaccinations in children:
More than 80% are vaccinated for
diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis,
and more than 90% are vaccinated for
polio, measles, mumps, rubella, hepatitis B, and chickenpox.5 Further-

new surge in cases, the light at the end
of the tunnel for this pandemic seems
more distant than ever.
The latest COVID-19 vaccination
numbers from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) reveal
that, as of this writing, 62.5% of the US
population are fully vaccinated, 74.3%
have received at least 1 dose, and 36.3%
have received booster doses.2 This is
in contrast to pregnant women (aged
18-49 years), who are at less than onethird the rate, with just 41.5% fully vaccinated; of these, about half received
their vaccinations prior to pregnancy.3
Despite demonstrated effectiveness and—for Tdap—benefits that
extend to the infant, a 2021 survey by

FIGURE 1 COVID-19 Full Vaccination Rates in US and
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FIGURE 2 US Immunization Rates in Children, Pregnant Women, and Adults Over 65 Years6
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more, 46.8% of adults are vaccinated
for influenza, and 68.9% over age 65
years have received a pneumococcal
vaccination (Figure
Figure 2
2).6
Despite numerous efforts to advocate for including pregnant and lactating women in research, both groups
were again excluded from research
on the COVID-19 vaccines and
therapeutics. Even with official recommendations for COVID-19 vaccination in pregnancy, it has been
difficult to implement. Importantly,
influenza and Tdap vaccinations
in pregnancy were highest in
women when the provider offered or referred for vaccination
(influenza, 68.1%; Tdap, 69.9%).7
This opens an avenue forward: We as providers can
make a difference for our
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patients by advocating and encouraging vaccination, providing the data on
efficacy and impact on the health of
both the woman and her infant. It is
imperative that we break through the
political issues associated with COVID-19 vaccination and directly provide
the guidance to our patients. 

Catherine Y. Spong, MD, editor in chief, is
professor and chair in the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology and Chief of the
Division of Maternal-Fetal Medicine at UT
Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas. She
holds the Gillette Professorship of Obstetrics
and Gynecology.
Email her at cspong@mjhlifesciences.com
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Statin use in
midlife women

Risk assessment, lifestyle counseling, adverse effects, and
medication management.
by DEBORAH A. KOEHN, MD, FACP, BC-ADM; AND PHOEBE A. ASHLEY, MD, MS, FACC

C

a rd i ov a s c u l a r d i s e a s e
(CVD) is the leading cause
of mortality and morbidity
for women in the United
States. Ninety percent of
women have 1 or more risk factors for
developing CVD. Among women and
men aged 40 years, there is an equal
prevalence of CVD, and by the time they
are aged 60 years, more women than
men have heart disease. Nonetheless,
CVD remains understudied, underdiagnosed, and undertreated in women.1
Although myocardial infarction
(MI) in women occurs predominantly
in those aged more than 65 years, it
is does occur in younger women as
well. In the United States, more than
100,000 women younger than 65 years

have an acute MI each year, representing 21% of all acute MI cases in women.2
Additionally, risk of myocardial infarction in pregnant women has risen
significantly (by 25% between 2002
and 2014), in part related to older age
at conception and to accompanying
risk factors such as hypertension,
hyperlipidemia, diabetes, and obesity.3
Following an MI, female sex is an
independent predictor for 30-day
readmissions after acute coronary
syndrome (ACS) that requires percutaneous coronary intervention.
Women are at a higher risk of post-ACS
cardiac events such as heart failure
and recurrent ACS.4 Regardless of age,
more women than men die in the first
year following an MI (26% vs 19%) and

PHOEBE A. ASHLEY, MD, MS, FACC, is a boardcertiﬁed cardiologist with a special interest in women’s
cardiovascular medicine. She is an assistant professor at
the university with a passion for teaching, health literacy,
and community education. She is a member of the Pauley
Heart Center cardiovascular team at Virginia Commonwealth
University and former director of the Cardiac Rehabilitation
and Wellness program at the Heart and Vascular Institute at
Sacred Heart Medical Center in Eugene, Oregon.
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suffer from heart failure following their
first MI (46% vs 22%).5
In addition to traditional CVD risk
factors, unique risk factors should be
considered in women; in some cases,
age of menarche, gestational history,
and onset of menopause (natural or
surgical) can increase the risk of developing CVD and experiencing a cardiac
event. Also, autoimmune diseases, such
as systemic lupus erythematosus and
rheumatoid arthritis, are more common
in women and significantly increase a
woman’s risk of premature CVD and
heart disease.
Additionally, traditional CVD risk factors, notably hypertensive disease and
dyslipidemia, increase after menopause.
With the loss of estrogen, blood vessels

DEBORAH A. KOEHN, MD, FACP, BC-ADM, is
board certiﬁed not only in internal medicine but also in the
subspecialties of diabetes and clinical lipidology. She also
completed her certiﬁcation in culinary medicine and leads the
medical school fourth-year elective on culinary medicine. Since
completing her residency, she has worked in the ﬁeld of diabetes
and cardiovascular disease. In addition to seeing patients at
Stony Point Women’s Health, she is the lead physician provider
at Pauley Heart Center for the Complex Lipid Clinic.
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stiffen; this promotes increases in blood
pressure (86% of women aged more
than 75 years develop hypertension),
and insulin sensitivity often decreases.
Adverse lipid changes following
menopause are associated with plaque
development, rising low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C)
and triglycerides values, and
declining high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (HDL-C) levels.

don’t know it. Women who develop
adverse pregnancy outcomes such as
hypertensive diseases of pregnancy
(eg, preeclampsia), gestational diabetes, or fetal growth restriction are at
increased risk of developing early CVD,

VEGEFOX.COM@STOCK.ADOBE.COM

Step 1: Assessing risk
Assessing a woman’s CVD risk
early in life is critical. Women with
high risk should have their lipid
panel and lipoprotein (a) checked
by age 20 years, sooner if a family
history of early heart disease
exists. If test results are normal,
reassessment can occur every
5 years; however, if initial testing
is abnormal, further diagnostics
may be indicated to evaluate
CVD risk before implementation of treatment and follow-up.
Notably, individuals with autoimmune disease may appear to have
normal lipid profiles when in an
autoimmune flare. Reassessment
of these individuals when they are
not in a flare is critical to ensure that
hyperlipidemia or other risk factors do
not go unrecognized.
Traditional risk factors such as family
history, smoking, inactivity/sedentary
lifestyle, diabetes, hyperlipidemia,
hypertension, obesity, obstructive
sleep apnea, autoimmune issues, and
stress are important to recognize and
address. Women who began menstruating before age 10 years or after age 17
years have a higher incidence of CVD.6
Pregnancy is considered a women’s
first stress test, and many women
do not pass it—although often they

February 2022

hormonal or gestational issues, but have
predicted scores less than 7.5%, consideration for further testing, including
high-sensitivity C-reactive protein and
coronary artery calcium (CAC) scoring,
can be very useful. With these data, a
third risk assessment, the MESA
Risk Score, can be calculated.
A CAC score of 0, portending a
very low CVD risk within the next
10 years, is very helpful when
counseling patients regarding
the management of risk factors,
particularly cholesterol and statin
use. One caveat regarding the
CAC score in women is that some
women have soft plaques that
are not apparent on a CAC study;
therefore, women with significant
cardiac risk factors need to be
treated accordingly in the face of
a negative CAC study.

Step 2: Lifestyle
counseling

regardless of their cardiometabolic risk
otherwise. Women with cardiometabolic issues are at an even higher risk of
cardiac disease if they develop adverse
pregnancy outcomes.
Once a thorough history has been
obtained, further risk assessment can
be achieved using the atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) Plus
or Reynolds risk assessment tools. A
10-year CVD risk of 7.5% is considered
significant. If patients have a family
history of premature coronary heart
disease, significant hyperlipidemia,
diabetes, autoimmune disease, or

Once the CVD risk assessment
has been completed, the next
step in counseling is to evaluate
lifestyle components. Diet and
lifestyle change are the initial
and most crucial components of
managing CVD. The foundation of CVD
prevention begins with assessing daily
and/or weekly eating habits. The use
of dietary recall to evaluate a weekday
and weekend meal plan can be used
as a springboard for discussion. The
most well-researched eating pattern
for heart health is the Mediterranean
diet. The 5-country study, initiated in
the 1960s, was able to identify universal
risk factors for CVD, which included
blood pressure, cholesterol, diabetes,
and smoking. The study also identified
communities that had a lower risk for
CVD and all-cause mortality based on

CONTEMPOR ARY OB/GYN ®
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phytonutrients and antioxidants.
Increasing the components of the diet
in an individual’s eating pattern by
2 points on the Mediterranean diet scale
can decrease overall mortality by 25%.7
In addition to evaluating the patient’s
baseline eating habits and discussing
their desire to make changes in their
habits and their confidence to do so, it
is important to determine their baseline
exercise pattern as well as other risk
factors such as smoking.

FIGURE. METABOLISM OF STATIN 9
SYSTEMIC
CIRCULATION

LIVER
CYP3A4
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BILE
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PORTAL BLOOD

Step 3: Medication
management

CYP3A4

GUT

BCRP

STATINS

Adapted from Kellick et al (2014).

TABLE 1
Statin

Enzymes Involved in Metabolism
and Transport of Statins
CYP3A4

CYP2C9

OATP1B1

x

x

Atorva
Fluva

x

OATP1B3

x

Lova

x

Prava
Rosuva

x

x

x

x

x

Simva

x

x

Pitava

X minor

x

x

Adapted from package inserts.

their eating pattern, later coined the
Mediterranean diet.
The Mediterranean diet encourages
an eating plan based on whole foods,
incorporating daily consumption of
olive oil, fruits, vegetables, legumes,
and whole grains; weekly intake of fish,
fermented dairy, and eggs; smaller
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portions of meats, which don’t include
processed meats and limit red meat;
and small portions of wine served with
the dinner meal.
The benefits of the Mediterranean
diet eating pattern are derived from
the interconnectedness and interplay
of the ingredients that are high in

The mainstay of medical therapy for
either CVD prevention or treatment
is statin therapy. Statins inhibit the
3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme
A reductase enzyme, the rate-limiting
step in cholesterol synthesis, and thus
cholesterol production is decreased
and subsequently LDL hepatic receptors are upregulated. Typically, statins
will lower levels of LDL-C, non–HDL
cholesterol, and apolipoprotein B. They
will have a variable effect on HDL and
triglycerides. Statin efficacy, like that of
all other drugs, relates to the drug’s pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics,
including method of absorption, area of
distribution, metabolism, and method
of excretion. Understanding the differences among the statin choices can help
manage adverse effects (AEs), such as
myopathy and drug-drug interactions,
and allow the clinician to feel more comfortable interchanging the statin choices.
Prior to starting statin therapy,
assessing fertility status in women of
reproductive age is important. The FDA
recently changed its guideline to allow
continuation of statins in pregnancy,
but not during breastfeeding; however,
a discussion about risks vs benefits of
statin continuation during gestation is

February 2022
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critical. Many women on statins have
comorbidities that increase their risk
for genetic anomalies and miscarriage,
and it appears from the very limited
research to date that the associated
comorbidities and not the statin itself
increase fetal risk.8
Initiating statin therapy is an important step in managing a woman’s CVD
risk within an ob-gyn practice. Today,
women are presenting with comorbidities and risk factors at much earlier ages.
Having a reasonable understanding
of the differences in statins can help
ensure successful lipid management
in women. As the Figure depicts,
a statin that is not metabolized on
the local level of the intestinal cell is
transported via the portal circulation
to the hepatocyte. 9 Entry into the
hepatocyte is partially controlled by the
organic anion transporting polypeptide
(OATP1B1 or OATP1B3) substrates,
which allow transport of the statins
into the hepatocytes from the portal
circulation. A genetic polymorphism
for the OATP1BB1 transporter encoded
by the SLCO1B1 gene does exist and
increases the risk of myopathy.9
Once the statin has entered the hepatocyte, it is rapidly metabolized via the
cytochrome P450 (CYP) system (Table
1). Simvastatin, lovastatin, and atorvastatin are metabolized by CYP3A4,
whereas fluvastatin, pitavastatin,
and rosuvastatin are metabolized by
CYP2C9. Pravastatin is not metabolized
by an CYP450 isoenzyme family.
The statin is excreted from the hepatocyte in several ways; however, breast
cancer resistance protein transporter
is an important one. Of all women of
Asian descent, 35% to 45% will carry
mutations in this transporter, which
leads to increased levels of toxicity
and AEs at much lower statin doses.
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TABLE 2

Allowable Maximum Doses of Statin in Japan
Compared With US

Statin

Japan

US

Atorvastatin

40 mg

80 mg

Fluvastatin

60 mg

80 mg

Pravastatin

20 mg

80 mg

Simvastatin

20 mg

40 mg

However, this mutation is found in only
1% to 4% of the Black population and
5% to 10% of the White population.10
Translating these genetic polymorphisms into clinical practice guides
the clinician to start with lower doses in
Japanese women (Table 2). Additionally, lower starting doses of statins,
or the use of alternative medications,
should be used in patients sensitive to
muscle AEs.
Several important drug interactions
with statins exist. There is an absolute
contraindication of statins with gemfibrozil (an inhibitor of OATP1B1 and
an inhibitor of glucuronidation of all
statins), and an interaction with warfarin
(etiology unknown) that causes a mild
increase in the international normalized
ratio. Furanocoumarins, which are found
in grapefruit juice, can interfere with the
CYP3A4 system; however, this is a minor
interaction, and if the grapefruit juice
is consumed in the morning and the
statin medication is taken at bedtime,
the impact is minimal.8

Statin AEs: What are the risks?
Understanding the mechanisms by which
the different statins are metabolized
help both provider and patient choose
an appropriate initial therapy as well as
subsequent therapy if AEs develop.

1. Myalgias
Compared with men, women are an
estimated 1.5 to 1.7 times more likely to
have clinically adverse drug reactions.
Women tend to develop CVD later in
life, and thus have several complications that can arise because of the aging
process, including lower body muscle
mass, polypharmacy, and higher insulin
resistance. Sex-based differences in
pain perception have also been noted
in the literature.11
Women are also known to have
higher concentrations of CYP3A4,
which results in faster metabolism of
the 3A4 statins (atorvastatin, lovastatin,
simvastatin), potentially contributing to
muscle symptoms. Also, women have a
higher fat mass than men, so distribution of the lipophilic statins (lovastatin,
simvastatin, fluvastatin, atorvastatin)
along with an increased concentration
of CYP3A4 can lead to differing timing
and amounts of active drug in women,
which can complicate muscle AEs.12,13
Patients can experience myalgias without affecting transaminase values or renal
function, but these AEs will most likely
lead to discontinuation by the patient.

2. Diabetes
The development of type 2 diabetes
(T2D) is a 2-step process that develops
over several years. The underlying
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TABLE 3

Intensity of Statins*
High intensity

Moderate intensity

Low intensity

>50%

30%-49%

<30%

% lowering
of LDL-C
Examples

Atorva: 40-80 mg
Rosuva: 20-40 mg

Atorva: 10-20 mg
Rosuva: 5-10 mg
Simva: 20-40 mg
Prava: 40-80 mg
Lova: 40 mg
Fluva: XL 80 mg
Fluva: 40 mg 2x/day
Pitava: 2-4 mg

Simva: 10 mg
Prava: 10-20 mg
Lova: 20 mg
Fluva: 20-40 mg
Pitava: 1 mg

LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol.
*Bolded dosages have been used in clinical trials. Table adapted from package inserts.

process is initiated by the development of insulin resistance; this requires
greater insulin output and ultimately,
over time, B-cell decline. Statins, as a
class, do increase insulin resistance to
a small degree in a dose-related effect.
Therefore, higher-dose statins have a
higher risk for “tipping” a patient who is
predisposed to diabetes into a diagnosis
of the disease. The risk for developing
T2D does not exist for all patients, and
only about 10% to 15% of individuals
with predisposing risks (eg, body mass
index >30; fasting blood glucose >100
mg/dl; metabolic syndrome; glycated
hemoglobin >6%) will develop T2D.
This risk translates into 1 new patient
developing diabetes of every 255 persons treated with a statin.12

3. Liver concerns
In 2012 the FDA removed the recommendation for regular checks for hepatic
transaminases for patients taking statins.
Experience with statins showed that the
actual risk of liver failure was, literally,
1 in 1 million; additionally, liver failure
was idiopathic and no preventive benefit
was seen with regular measurements.
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Statins can raise transaminase levels in
1% of patients, but this generally occurs
without a change in hepatic function or
hepatocellular injury. The typical statin
pattern will be the development of higher
alanine aminotransferase levels than
aspartate aminotransferase levels; while
this represents hepatocellular release
of these enzymes, it does not translate
to hepatocellular injury. The current
recommendations include checking
transaminases prior to starting therapy
and repeating afterward as clinically
warranted, with no specific need to stop
until and unless 3-fold elevation occurs.
The rising incidence of obesity and
diabetes coincides with increased
incidence of nonalcoholic fatty liver
disease/nonalcoholic steatohepatitis
(NAFLD/NASH). As women age, they
lose the protective effect of estrogen, and
their increase in CVD risk can be compounded by the presence of NAFLD/
NASH. Women with cirrhosis have an
increased mortality rate compared with
men, yet lifesaving statin therapy is
often stopped in the setting of NAFLD/
NASH. Statins have been shown to be
safe and effective in lowering LDL-C

and CVD events in this population (and
in people with other liver diseases) in
whom transaminases are less than
3 times the upper limit of normal and
the individuals meet ASCVD risk treatment recommendations.14,15

4. Memory
No evidence in the literature finds that
statins worsen or promote dementia.
In fact, in a recent meta-analysis, it
was determined that statins decreased
all-cause dementia by approximately
15%, Alzheimer disease by 28%, and
mild cognitive impairment by 26%.16

5. Intracerebral hemorrhage
In the past, there had been some concern
for hemorrhagic stroke in individuals
who had a prior intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH). The results of 2 randomized
clinical trials, SPARCL (NCT00147602)
and HPS (NCT00461630), showed an
increase in ICH, albeit the actual number
of events was very small (7 events in the
statin group vs 2 events in the nonstatin
group in SPARCL). On the other hand,
3 observational trials found no association. More recent national registry evaluations show no evidence of increased risk
of ICH in individuals on statin therapy
with a prior history of ICH. Currently,
no evidence exists to support the belief
of an increased risk of ICH for patients
on statins.17

6. Tendonitis
The prevalence for tendinopathy and/
or possible rupture related to statin use
is approximately 2%. Risk does increase
with comorbidities, and caution should
be observed in patients taking a statin
along with other medication(s) that
increase the risk of tendonitis, such as
fluoroquinolones and steroids, as well
as concomitant therapy.18
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Shared decision-making
CVD is the leading cause of mortality
and morbidity in women, yet women
continue to be underrepresented in
clinical trials and underdiagnosed and
undertreated in clinical practice.19 It
is imperative—after risk assessment,
lifestyle modification, a review of current medications and comorbidities, and
fertility status—to initiate statin therapy
in appropriately risk-stratified women.
In women who have increased risk
of CVD but have had no event, the
goal is typically to achieve an LDL-C
level less than 100 mg/dL. In women
who have had an event, such as MI or
stroke (eg, cerebrovascular accident),
the goal LDL-C level is typically less
than 70 mg/dl. In women who have
had recurrent events, the goal LDL-C

level is typically less than 55 mg/
dL. Knowing your patient’s risk and
lipid goals can help you choose
an appropriate intensity of statin
(Table 3), knowing that high-intensity
statins reduce LDL-C by more than 50%
and moderate-dose statins reduce it by
30% to 49%. Even though laboratory
changes can be seen after 4 weeks of
treatment, it is reasonable to recheck
the lipid panel at 3 months. It is not
necessary to recheck transaminases
unless the patient is symptomatic or
has another clinical indication.
Women and men receive benefit from
statin therapy. Given the increased mortality rates in women following a cardiac
event, the benefit of statin therapy may
be even greater for women than for
men. The clinical literature supports

the effectiveness of statins in women for
CVD prevention and treatment. Statins
have been proven safe and to have a low
risk of complications.
Typically, women are their families’
primary caregivers, often neglecting
their own individual health.20 It is our
responsibility as health care providers to
help women prioritize their own health,
understand the risks and benefits of
therapy, and assist them in choosing
appropriate care. We must assess
and educate women regarding their
individual risk of CVD and advocate
for treatment in a caring, engaging, and
nonthreatening manner. 
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Midlife vision impairment
and depressive symptoms
by BOB KRONEMYER

M

idlife women with early-stage vision impairment are significantly
more likely to develop
depressive symptoms, according to a
study published Menopause. Investigators used data from the Michigan site
of the Study of Women’s Health Across
the Nation (SWAN).
“The Michigan site for SWAN has
had a long history of studying sensory
and physical function, due to the importance of these factors for healthy
aging,” said principal investigator Carrie Karvonen-Gutierrez, PhD, MPH,
an assistant professor of epidemiology
at the University of Michigan School of
Public Health in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
The link between visual impairment
and depression has been well documented among adults aged 65 years
and older, with a prevalence of roughly
14% for major depression and 33% for
depressive symptoms.
“We were interested [in] whether
this relationship was present among
midlife women, given that midlife is
a critical window for the development
or worsening of many health measures, including vision and depression,” Karvonen-Gutierrez told Contemporary OB/GYN®.
SWAN’s Michigan site conducted
evaluations of distance visual acuity
at 6 consecutive, near-annual followup visits, starting in 2001. Visual im-
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pairment was defined as either mild
(20/30-20/60) or moderate-severe
(20/70 or worse). At each visit, depressive symptoms were also assessed,
based on the Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression Scale.
At baseline, the mean age of the 226
participants was 50.0 years. Overall,
53.5% of women had mild visual impairment and 8.0% had moderate-severe impairment.
After accounting for age, preexisting depressive symptoms, race, education, economic strain, body mass
index, and smoking, participants with
mild visual impairment were 68%
more likely to report depressive symptoms at their subsequent study visit
vs those without visual impairment.
Women with moderate-severe impairment had a 2.55-fold increased risk.
During this crucial life stage, women and their providers should pay
close attention to vision health, according to Karvonen-Gutierrez: “Not
only is vision health an important metric of overall health, but our research
indicates it can exacerbate changes in
mental health during the midlife.”
Karvonen-Gutierrez noted that early changes in vision function are mostly treatable through visual correction.
“Even mild levels of vision impairment
should be identified and treated in this
population,” she said.
Data from SWAN suggest that women with worsening depressive symptoms across midlife become less phys-

Participants with mild visual
impairment were 68% more
likely to report depressive
symptoms at their visit vs women
without visual impairment.
ically active, experience more sleep
problems, receive less social support,
and have higher levels of anxiety.
Research is needed to identify
midlife women at greatest risk of poor
or worsening vision function, according to Karvonen-Gutierrez. “Vision
health care is not routinely accessed
by all individuals, and important differences remain by age, race/ethnicity, and socioeconomic status,” she
said. “Recognizing those who are typically missed in vision health care settings and, thus, who may be most in
need is required to address not only
vision health but associated health
outcomes as well.” 

Bob Kronemyer

is a freelance writer for

Contemporary OB/GYN®.
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Protocols for High-Risk Pregnancies, 7th Edition

Prenatal testing for chromosomal abnormalities
Snapshot: Protocol 5
AUTHOR: Mary E. Norton, MD, departments of obstetrics, gynecology,

and reproductive sciences, University of California, San Francisco.

SYNOPSIS: In this protocol, Norton reviews the pathophysiology of fetal
aneuploidy and the wide range of tests for it. Included are perspectives
on cell-free DNA testing, ﬁrst-trimester combined screening, nuchal
translucency (NT) sonography, and pregnancy-associated plasma
protein A (PAPP-A) and human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG), as well as
quad marker screening in the second trimester in appropriate cases, and
combined ﬁrst- and second-trimester screening.
Trisomies 21, 18, and 13 are the most common autosomal trisomies.
Triploidy and deletions and duplications of portions of chromosomes
also occur. With the advent of chromosomal microarray analysis, it is
now possible to identify submicroscopic abnormalities associated with
signiﬁcant genetic diseases.
Key Messages
• All pregnant women, regardless of their
age, should be offered prenatal screening and diagnostic testing for detection
of chromosomal abnormalities.
• Chorionic villus sampling is typically
performed at 10 to 14 weeks’ gestation, whereas genetic amniocentesis is
performed at 15 to 20 weeks.
• cfDNA testing, performed after
10 weeks’ gestation, is more than 99%
accurate for detection of fetal trisomy
21 and 98% for trisomy 18 with a
combined false-positive rate of 0.13%
to 0.25%.
• Expanded cfDNA panels, which are
available from some laboratories, have
not been clinically validated and are
not recommended.

• About 85% of trisomy 21 cases can be
detected at 10 to 14 weeks’ gestation,
based on a combination of maternal
age, NT sonography, PAPP-A, and
hCG. NT sonography should be performed only by credentialed sonographers and physicians.
• Sonographic markers of aneuploidy
that may be visible in the ﬁrst trimester
include cystic hygroma, absent nasal
bone, abnormal Doppler blood ﬂow
in the ductus venosus, and abnormal
blood ﬂow across the tricuspid valve with
evidence of tricuspid regurgitation. However, ﬁrst-trimester evaluation for these
secondary markers is not recommended
for general population screening.
• The optimal time for a genetic sonogram is 18 to 22 weeks. Identiﬁcation
of a major structural malformation

increases risk of trisomy 21 by
20- to 30-fold and should trigger
genetic amniocentesis.
• Approaches to combined ﬁrst- and
second-trimester screening include
sequential screening and integrated
screening. A serum integrated screening approach has a relatively high
detection rate but provides a
later result.

WATCH an interview with
Queenan and Spong here:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdgqNUOtnk4

BUY THE BOOK
VISIT WILEY.COM AND ENTER THE ISBN
[978-1-119-63529-1]

Read the complete chapter on preeclampsia from Protocols for High-Risk Pregnancies: An
Evidence-Based Approach, 7th Edition, edited by John T. Queenan, MD, John C. Hobbins, MD,
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Radiofrequency ablation
for uterine fibroids
Understanding the technology behind a newer uterus-sparing
option for the management of uterine ﬁbroids.
by SHABNAM GUPTA, MD; AND JAMES ADAM GREENBERG, MD

U

ter ine fibroids (als o
known as leiomyomas or
myomas) are the most
common pelvic tumors
found in women and
the most common indication for
hysterectomy.1 There is a nearly 70%
prevalence in premenopausal White
women and over 80% prevalence in
premenopausal Black women. These
tumors can cause symptoms including
abnormal uterine bleeding with heavy
menses, pelvic pain (both menstrual
and nonmenstrual), bulk symptoms
(eg, abdominal distention, bowel or
bladder dysfunction, early satiety),
and reproductive issues (eg, recurrent
pregnancy loss, infertility).2
Treatment options for fibroids can
be divided into 3 approaches: temporizing measures to shrink fibroids,
destruction of in situ fibroid tissue, or
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FIGURE 1 Treatment Options for Management of Uterine Fibroids
SYMPTOMATIC UTERINE FIBROIDS
Do nothing

Medical options
(temporizing)

Destroy ﬁbroids

Ischemic necrosis
Uterine ﬁbroid
embolization

Do something

Thermal necrosis

Uterine artery
occlusion

Remove ﬁbroids
Myomectomy

Hypothermic
ablation

Cryoablation

Microwave
ablation

Hyperthermic
ablation
HIFU
ablation

Bipolar
Abbreviations: HIFU, high-intensity
focused ultrasound; RF, radiofrequency.
Source: Author supplied.

Hysterectomy

Laparoscopic
RF ablation

RF
ablation
Monopolar

Transcervical
RF ablation
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removal of fibroids (Figure 1). Temporizing measures often employ hormonal
medications that exert influence on the
hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis.
The gonadotropin-releasing hormone
(GnRH)-agonist analogue (leuprolide)
and GnRH-antagonist (elagolix and
relugolix) work by decreasing pituitary
secretion of luteinizing hormone and
follicle-stimulating hormone, resulting
in reduced ovarian follicular activity,
anovulation, and low serum concentration of estradiol and progesterone. While
fibroid size decreases in response to
decreased estrogen and progesterone,
these medications can have adverse
effects, including hot flashes and reduced
bone mineral density, which limit their
long-term use. Additionally, these
medications have a very limited effect on
reducing fibroid size, which is not helpful
for women affected by bulk symptoms.
Women who do not desire or do
not respond to medical management,
or those who have contraindications
to these options, may elect surgical
treatment. While hysterectomy is the
only definitive surgical treatment,
uterus-sparing procedures are often
sought due to their less invasive and
fertility-sparing nature. Surgical management of fibroids can be divided into
resective and nonresective procedures.
Myomectomy is a procedure in which
fibroids are resected from the uterus
via transabdominal, laparoscopic, or
hysteroscopic approaches.
Techniques to reduce the size of
fibroid tissue without overt resection
include uterine fibroid embolization,
focused ultrasound (FUS), which can be
performed under magnetic resonance
guidance (MRgFUS) or ultrasound guidance (USgHIFU), and radiofrequency
(RF) ablation (RFA). Here, we will focus
on nonresective RFA technology for
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FIGURE 2

Timeline of Radiofrequency
Use in Surgery
1928 Bovie introduces
electrosurgery with RF
1993 McGahan uses RF
to ablate liver tumors
2002 Lee uses RF
to ablate ﬁbroids
2012 FDA approves
Acessa L-RFA

2018 FDA approves Sonata T-RFA
Abbreviations: L-RFA, laparoscopic
radiofrequency ablation; RF, radiofrequency;
T-RFA, transcervical radiofrequency ablation.

management of uterine fibroids, with an
emphasis on understanding the basic
principles underlying this technology.

History of electrosurgery
Electrosurgery first came about in the
1920s. William Bovie, PhD, was an
American inventor and scientist. He
completed his PhD in plant physiology
at Harvard University in 1914. He was
credited with conceptualizing biophysics
and inventing a crude monopolar RF
electrode in 1928 (now widely used in
surgery and called the Bovie). In the
1990s, RF energy was first suggested
to ablate liver tumors. Since then, RFA
has been applied to treat cancers in the
adrenal gland, breast, kidney, bone, lung,
pancreas, and thyroid, and it is also used
for nerve ablation in the treatment of
pain syndromes. Bruce Lee, MD, was first
reported to use RFA on uterine fibroids
in 2002. He spearheaded the creation

of a laparoscopic ultrasound-guided
approach to treat fibroids using RF
energy, known as the Acessa procedure
(Hologic). This device received FDA
approval in 2012. In parallel, another
technology focused on a transcervical
approach to RF fibroid ablation began its
development in 2005. That technology,
Sonata(Gynesonics), a RFA device using
an incisionless transcervical approach to
ablate fibroids, was cleared by the FDA
in 2018 (Figure 2).

How does RFA work?
RF waves have the longest wavelength,
lowest frequency, and lowest energy
on the electromagnetic spectrum (RF
range, 3 kHz-300 GHz; medical RF
range, 450 kHz-500 kHz). These characteristics make application of RF waves
an ideal candidate for controlled and
predictable ablation of human tissue.
A generator creates alternating current
that is transmitted to target tissue via
exposed electrode (Figure 3). Current
travels back to electrode return pads
(grounding) to complete the circuit.
In electrosurgery, typically there is a
cathode or point where electrical current leaves a polarized electrical device.
This is known as the active electrode,
and the RFA probe tip functions as the
cathode in the system. The electrical
current transfers energy to surrounding
structures through a process termed
energy flux. A small cross-sectional area
of the probe tip leads to high energy flux at
the area in closest proximity to the active
electrode. Monopolar electrical systems
require return dispersive electrodes,
which are typically used in the form of
pads placed transversely on the patient’s
anterior thighs, in order to close the electrical circuit. The large cross-sectional
area of the dispersive electrodes leads
to a very small energy flux and therefore
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FIGURE 3 The RFA Circuit

Generator

Monopolar RF
device

Dispersive
electrodes

Abbreviations: RFA, radiofrequency ablation; RF, radiofrequency.
Source: Author supplied.

serves as a safe way to disperse the energy
return in the circuit. It is important to
ensure proper placement of dispersive
electrodes because any break of the
closed circuit can cause electrical shorts
that result in patient burns.

Factors influencing size
and shape of ablation
A few essential concepts should be
considered when thinking about the use
of RF waves to ablate tissue. Factors that
influence the size and shape of the ablation zone include tissue temperature,
tissue conductivity, and arrangement
of electrodes.
TISSUE TEMPERATURE
The RF probe itself is not the source of
heat. It generates an alternating electromagnetic field that causes adjacent
molecules (composed of mostly water)
to vibrate. These particles in motion
generate heat, which is transmitted
farther by tissue conductivity. The
temperature drops exponentially as
distance from the source electrode
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increases. Further, temperature rise
has predictable cellular effects. At
temperatures greater than 60 °C, cell
death occurs. Between 60 °C and 99 °C,
tissue desiccation and protein coagulation occurs. At temperatures greater
than 100 °C, vaporization and charring may occur. Both the temperature
reached and the duration of exposure
are important. Human tissue is very
sensitive to temperature changes and
the time to reach cell death differs
depending on the temperature. For
example, at 55 °C, tissue death occurs
within 2 seconds. At 100 °C, cell death
is effectively instantaneous. This is not a
desired outcome in application of RFA,
as charred tissue insulates and prevents
transmission of heat. Instead, a slow,
methodical deposition of energy is more
effective in ablating target tissue rather
than a rapid and high temperature rise.3
TISSUE CONDUCTIVITY
Safely calculating the size of the targetedtissue ablation is crucial to both laparoscopic and transcervical RFA (L-RFA,

T-RFA), and both technologies assume
maximal tissue damage when calculating the ablation times. One limitation
of RFA is its need for good electrical and
thermal conductivity to achieve tissue
injury. In vivo, maximal ablations are
challenging due to “heat sinks” and insulators. The electromagnetic waves that
are needed to ablate tissue propagate
only through viable cells. Heat sinks,
such as blood vessels that reduce simple
thermal conduction and/or charring
of tissue that insulates against simple
thermal conduction, can reduce tissue
temperature and thus yield submaximal
ablations. An appreciation for these principles has enabled engineers to develop
devices with predictable ablation zones
to maximize the target tissue ablation
and minimize surrounding tissue
damage when applying this technology
to patients.3
ARRANGEMENT OF
ELECTRODES
By understanding electromagnetic
and thermal conductivity principles
of tissue ablation, one can quickly
see that a single electrode will yield a
cylindrical ablation zone rather than
the spherical injury that is desired. To
overcome this limitation, engineers
have developed several different
electrode designs (plain, cooled, wet,
expandable, and bipolar) with varying
combinations employed to achieve the
desired application.4 The details and
advantages of these features go beyond
the scope of this review, but both Acessa
and Sonata employ plain, expandable,
multitined electrodes.

L-RFA and T-RFA
Both L-RFA and T-RFA are safe and
effective procedures once surgeons
have been appropriately trained on
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their use. While both technologies
utilize ultrasound guidance to direct
placement of monopolar, expandable,
multitined RF electrodes into myomas,
they do differ in how they achieve this.

FIGURE 4 The Acessa Procedure Diagram

Laparoscopic RFA
(Acessa procedure)
The Acessa ProVu System enables
percutaneous, laparoscopic sonography-guided RFA of uterine fibroids. A
standard 5-mm laparoscope is used in
combination with a 10-mm reusable
laparoscopic ultrasound probe and
a separate disposable RF handpiece,
which enters the abdomen through a
small adjacent percutaneous incision.
The ultrasound probe is placed directly
on the uterine serosa to identify the
location and size of the fibroids. Next,
using the Acessa Guidance System,
electromagnetic spatial tracking is
employed to orient and position the
handpiece. The handpiece is advanced
to the fibroid and carefully inserted
1 cm into the fibroid capsule. The electrode array is deployed into the fibroid
and appropriate placement confirmed.
The ablation process is initiated by
depressing a foot pedal. The RF generator then begins to heat the tissue. Once
the tissue target temperature (95 °C) is
reached, the ablation time begins. After
the ablation duration is complete, the
foot pedal is again depressed to stop
the procedure. The electrode arrays are
then retracted, and the handpiece tip
is allowed to cool for 60 seconds prior
to removing from the target tissue.
Hemostasis is obtained by switching
the device to coagulation mode and
continuously pressing the foot pedal to
cauterize the penetrated tissue as the
handpiece is removed from the uterus.
The next fibroid can then be targeted
in the same manner (Figures 4 and 5).
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(Used with permission: Yu et al. JSLS. 2020)

FIGURE 5 The Acessa Procedure

(Used with permission from Hologic)
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FIGURE 6 Components of Sonata System

Abbreviations: RF, radiofrequency; US, ultrasound

FIGURE 7 The Sonata Procedure

A. Treatment device inserted

B. Graphical guidance software projects

transcervically. The IUUS probe is
articulated and fibroids is identified.

the ablation guides to target ablation
within fibroid.

C. Ablation guides control size and

D. Electrodes deployed to a mechanical

location of ablation. Tissue outside of
the safety border is safe.

stop set to match the ablation guide
setting, and ablation performed.

Abbreviations: IUUS, intrauterine ultrasound
(Used with permission: Galen DI .BioMed Eng Online.2015 and Brucker et al. IJGO.2014)
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Transcervical RFA
(Sonata System)
The Sonata System enables sonographyguided RFA of uterine fibroids using an
incisionless, transcervical approach.
The device design consists of a reusable
curvilinear intrauterine ultrasound
probe and a single-use RFA handpiece
that combine into a single unit. The
cervix is serially dilated to 27F to
accommodate the 8.4-mm diameter
of the assembled device (combined
ultrasound probe and RFA handpiece).
The RFA handpiece also comes
equipped with a port for infusing hypotonic fluid into the endometrial cavity
as needed for acoustic coupling. In our
experience, backfilling the bladder with
sterile water can help achieve greater
contrast of adjacent pelvic structures.
The device is advanced to the fundus
and a survey is performed to identify
the size and location of fibroids. Once
the surgical planning is complete, the
first fibroid is identified on the screen.
The SMART (Setting Margins on Ablation in Real Time) Guide graphical overlay is visible on the ultrasound image.
This provides the user with essential
information for targeting the treatment
area prior to deploying electrodes and
initiating the ablation process. The
inner red ellipse indicates the intended
ablation zone. The outer green ellipse
indicates the thermal safety border and
distance from the needle electrodes at
which tissue is safe from potential thermal damage. The ultrasound probe tip is
articulated to 45° or 60°, depending on
the angle needed for optimal visualization. The ablation size and depth can
be adjusted to maximize the target area
and minimize thermal injury to adjacent structures. The minimum size is
20 mm × 13 mm, and the maximum size is
49 mm × 42 mm.
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Once the desired ablation zone has
been set, a sharp cannula is deployed
from the shaft of the RFA handpiece,
penetrating the fibroid tissue and
stabilizing the device. The first safety
rotation is then performed to confirm
that the thermal safety border is within
the uterine serosa, and that no unintended organs are within the green
ellipse margins. Adjustments to the
anticipated ablation zone are made as
needed. The needle electrodes are then
deployed, and a second safety rotation
is performed. Traction on the tenaculum can help to delineate the serosal
border and assist with visualization
of adjacent bladder and bowel. Once
safety has been confirmed, the device
is held steady, and the footswitch is
pressed to start the ablation process.
The Sonata System operates at
460 kHz. As the RF energy is applied
to the tissue, the tissue temperature
rises and results in subsequent thermal fixation and coagulative necrosis.
Depending on the size of the ablation,
RF energy delivery time ranges from
1.5 to 7 minutes after reaching the
target temperature of 105 °C. Close
observation of the display screen
should be employed throughout the
entire ablation process. Once the
ablation is complete, the RF generator
will automatically turn off. The needle
electrodes and introducer can then be
retracted, and the ultrasound probe can
be articulated back to 0°. A subsequent
ablation can then be performed on the
same fibroid or on additional fibroids
targeted in the same manner (Figures
6, 7, and 8).

Fibroid mapping
For both procedures, we have found
that fibroid mapping at the start of the
procedure helps surgeons develop a
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FIGURE 8 The Sonata Procedure

(Used with permission from Gynesonics)

strategy for the procedure’s ablations
and improves with communication
about what was done. Mapping is easy.
Before any ablations are performed,
a systematic ultrasound of the uterus
is performed and the size, type, and
location of each identified myoma is
recorded. For T-RFA, we start with the
ultrasound probe placed at the fundus
and directed anteriorly. We then rotate
the probe clockwise and record all
the identified myomas in numerical
order by their location on a clock with
3 o’clock at the patient’s left. Once this
is completed at the fundus, we pull the
probe back to the mid-uterus and then
lower uterine segment and repeat the
mapping process. Having completed
our mapping, we then proceed with
the ablations and recording them based

on how the myomas were mapped (for
example, our first ablation might be
recorded on myoma No. 3 in our map).

Comparing L-RFA
and T-RFA
At their core, L-RFA and T-FA are
almost identical with their reliance on
ultrasound to guide the placement of
an array of RF electrodes into myomas
via a sharp, central trocar. However,
the design differences necessitated to
accommodate a laparoscopic vs a transcervical approach imbue each system
with distinct advantages and disadvantages when comparing the 2 (Figure
9). In our limited experience, with its
combined intracavitary ultrasound/
electrode device, T-RFA tends to more
easily and efficiently treat myomas that
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of Acessa and Sonata
Sonata

Acessa

Incisions

None

5 mm, 12 mm

Anesthesia

MAC

General

RFA and future fertility

Procedure Time
Learning Curve
Myoma Type 0
Myomas Types 1, 2, 3, 4
Myoma Types 5, 2-5
Myomas Type 6
Myomas Type 7
Myomas > 10 cm
Easy/good

Mediocre

are smaller (< 8 cm) and closer to the
cavity (FIGO types 1, 2, 3, 4) while the
L-RFA’s separate laparoscopic electrodes
and ultrasound components allow it to
better address larger myomas (> 10 cm)
and myomas that are farther from the
cavity (types 6, 7). Both are similar for
the treatment of type 5 and type 2 to
5 myomas. It should be noted that the
American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists (ACOG) Practice Bulletin
228 (2021) indicated L-RFA and T-RFA
are similarly effective.5

Individualizing patient care
Although the pathologies of patients
with fibroids may be histologically
similar, the approaches to addressing
the symptoms related to their fibroids
should be individualized based on the
size and location of the fibroids and
each patient’s needs and expectations.
Given the numerous nonextirpative
interventions for treating uterine
fibroids, it is imperative that clinicians
manage patient expectations. While
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Limitations also include no tissue sampling with current designs. Thus, clinicians must carefully select patients and
counsel patients when appropriate on
the very small risk of occult malignancy.
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Challenging

seemingly intuitive, patients need to
clearly understand that their fibroids are
still in situ and that symptom improvement will likely be appreciated over time
rather than immediately. Also, patients
whose myomas have an intracavitary
component should be counseled to
expect both discharge and passage
of tissue as the myoma sloughs off
ablated material.
Contraindications for use of both
L-RFA and T-RFA include current pregnancy, presence of intratubal implants,
active pelvic infection, and/or suspected
gynecologic malignancy or premalignancy. Additionally, these approaches
should be used with caution in patients
who have coagulopathy, metal implants
in their lower extremities, or very thin
thighs where the electrodes overlap. In
addition, the safety and efficacy of these
approaches have not been well established in women desiring future fertility
and those with adenomyosis, although
further studies are being conducted to
better understand these populations.

While neither L-RFA nor T-RFA is contraindicated for use in women desiring
future pregnancies, as of the writing of
this review, neither L-RFA nor T-RFA
is approved by the FDA for labeling
that suggests there are adequate safety
data in this regard. Reflecting that, the
instructions for use for both Acessa
and Sonata clearly state that the safety
and effectiveness of their technologies
in women who are planning future
pregnancies has not been established.6,7
Nonetheless, an increasing body of data
on pregnancies after both L-RFA and
T-RFA suggests that these technologies
may be compatible with safe future
fertility as one might expect based on
experience with the thermal ablation
of myomas using MRgFUS, which in
2015 received FDA approval for use in
patients desiring future fertility.8-10

Summary
The introduction of devices capable of
safely delivering RF energy to ablate
fibroids offers patients desiring uterine
preservation an exciting new array of
minimally invasive options that were
previously unavailable. Both L-RFA
and T-RFA are in their infancy, and
gynecologists who take care of women
with fibroids should acquaint themselves with these technologies so that
patients can be appropriately counseled
regarding the best options to address
their symptoms.

FOR REFERENCES VISIT
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Fetal Pillow®

Not Every Birth is Routine…
Elevate a Deeply Engaged Fetal Head
During Second Stage C-sections1
The Fetal Pillow is a balloon cephalic device
that elevates the fetal head and facilitates
the delivery of the fetus in women requiring
a C-section at full dilation or after a failed
instrumental vaginal delivery.1 It can help
reduce both fetal and maternal morbidity,2
and it has been shown to reduce time to
delivery after a hysterotomy is performed
by as much as 23 seconds.3

To learn more or to schedule
a product demo, scan QR code
or visit fetalpillow.com
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A noninfectious “infection”
after cesarean delivery
by AUSTIN COX, MD; AND KRISTL TOMLIN, MD, FACOG
A 23-year-old patient with
a history of hidradenitis
SCENARIO
suppurativa presents
for an elective repeat
cesarean delivery at 39 weeks 0 days’
gestation. Her previous cesarean delivery
was notable for a 6-month recovery
secondary to a wound infection requiring
surgical debridement, prolonged use of
wound vacuum-assisted closure (VAC),
and multiple courses of antibiotics.
Her cesarean delivery is performed
without incident, and the decision is
made to empirically place a Prevena
closed incision wound VAC.
In the first postoperative days, the
patient complains of progressive
incisional pain. She is started on triple
antibiotics due to febrile morbidity and a
diagnosis of endometritis.
On postoperative day 9, dehiscence
of the wound and respiratory distress
prompt admission to the intensive care
unit. Two abdominal wound washouts
fail to improve wound healing (Figure
1). All wound cultures are negative
and microscopy reveals no bacteria,
only an abundance of neutrophils. An
autoimmune work-up is negative.

FIGURE 1 Patient incision on postoperative day 13 after repeat cesarean delivery.
(Used with permission from Tomlin)

What is going on?
Pyoderma gangrenosum (PG) is a
rare, chronic, recurrent cutaneous
ulcerative disease with an incidence
of 3 to 10 per million in the general
population. 1 It is commonly mistaken for infection because of the
impressive wounds and marked pu-

rulence. Repeat negative cultures
combined with a failure to respond
to standard wound care and antibiotics should prompt inclusion of the
diagnosis in the differential. Clinically, a rolled blue to violaceous undermined wound edge is classic but
not a pathognomonic finding. Con-
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sequently, tissue pathology can often help solidify the diagnosis. In
this case, tissue obtained from the
washout was stained with standard
hematoxylin and eosin, revealing a
dense neutrophilic infiltrate and the
absence of bacteria.
PG disproportionately affects women
aged 20 to 50 years, and approximately
half of patients have an associated proinflammatory disease such as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), hidradenitis
suppurativa, or rheumatoid arthritis.2
Associated malignancies include acute
and chronic myelogenous leukemia
and IgA monoclonal gammopathy.
Between 1.5% and 5% of patients with
IBD develop PG.3
The pathophysiology of PG is
poorly understood; however, familial
clustering indicates a likely genetic
predisposition. Pathergy (defined as
an exaggerated skin injury following
minor trauma that may be resistant to
healing) is noted in approximately 15%
of cases, as illustrated with this patient.
Ulcerative PG is the most common
subtype of PG, typically beginning on
the lower extremity as a tender, indurated, erythematous papulopustule
that ulcerates over weeks to months,
leaving a full-thickness necrosis with
a purulent base and an irregular gunmetal gray border. Bullous PG lesions
are more superficial and are associated
with leukemia or polycythemia vera.
Vegetative PG is the least aggressive
variant; it presents with elevated cribriform ulcerations and is not linked to
systemic disease. Aggressive surgical
debridement results in pathergy and a
paradoxical worsening of the wound.
The development of lesions is usually
rapid, and pain may be out of proportion to the appearance of the ulceration. Fever and systemic symptoms
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FIGURE 2
Histopathology
from abscess
biopsy
confirming
abscess
formation with
fibrin deposits
and an
overwhelming
neutrophilic
response.
(Used with
permission from
Kristen Adams,
MD)

may accompany this process.4 This
patient had a typical clinical course,
with postoperative dehiscence and
systemic symptoms including respiratory distress.

Differential and initial work-up
Although there are no validated criteria for diagnosis of PG, wound biopsy
to assess for a neutrophilic response
and rule out other conditions is recommended. This specimen should include the wound edge and ulcer base
for permanent histopathology (formalin). The sensitivity of wound culture
is insufficient for diagnosis as colonization can be misinterpreted as causative. Bacterial, mycobacterial, and
fungal tissue cultures should be obtained to exclude infectious etiology.
Laboratory studies to support the
diagnosis may include an erythrocyte
sedimentation rate and C-reactive
protein, but the low specificity makes
the utility questionable. Because
approximately 50% of patients with
PG have Crohn disease or ulcerative
colitis, a thorough gastrointestinal
review of systems and a screening

fecal calprotectin serologic test should
be performed.2 Clinical evaluation for
a history of hidradenitis suppurativa
should be explored.
Approximately 10% of cases are
associated with leukemia, and evaluation for a monoclonal gammopathy
with protein and urine electrophoresis
could be considered; some authors
recommend Bence Jones protein
analysis.5 Hepatitis, syphilis, and HIV
testing are reasonable. Given that
approximately 30% of patients have
coexisting arthritis, consideration of
evaluation with rheumatoid factor and
an anti–cyclic citrullinated peptide is
reasonable. A hypercoagulability workup should be considered if a review of
systems warrants.

Initial management by an
obstetrician
Considering this is a rare diagnosis, it
is often missing from the differential.
Even more challenging is redirecting
the management from antibiotics to
anti-inflammatories. Meticulous surgical techniques are key, particularly
in a patient with a known or suspect-
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The authors recommend
closing incisions with
sutures and the use of
preoperative steroids.

FIGURE 3 Patient incision on postoperative day 21, 8 days after beginning oral
prednisone therapy. (Used with permission from Tomlin)
ed history of PG. We recommend closing incisions with sutures as opposed
to staples and considering the use of
preoperative steroids to minimize the
risk of pathergy. If a lesion does develop, initial therapy involves optimizing wound care, minimizing pathergy
from further surgical intervention, and
initiating topical or intralesional therapy as described below.
First-line therapy in small lesions
without systemic symptoms involves
topical anti-inflammatories including corticosteroids, tacrolimus, and
dapsone. These wounds are effectively
mucosal sites, and it should be noted
that systemic absorption of these
medications has been detected. In the
absence of systemic symptoms, small
wounds may be managed with intralesional steroids at a concentration of
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10 mg/mL at the wound border. Topical
clobetasol, tacrolimus, and dapsone
have been used with anecdotal success.
Consider tacrolimus levels for larger
wounds requiring frequent application.
When using topical dapsone, monitor
the common adverse effects (AEs) of
nausea, vomiting, decreased appetite,
blurred vision, tinnitus, and insomnia.
Wounds worsening or failing to improve
with a topical regimen may require
systemic therapy such as high-dose
corticosteroids or immune modulators.
Glucocorticoids, such as prednisone,
are typically given at high doses until all
the lesions have healed but can be continued at lower doses as maintenance
therapy to prevent recurrence. Systemic
cyclosporine may be an alternative for
patients who cannot tolerate glucocorticoid therapy, but use of other therapies

such as dapsone and minocycline has
also been described.6
There is a trend toward biologics as
first-line therapy, specifically from the
tumor necrosis factor α class, including
infliximab and adalimumab, as they are
rapid in response and have a tolerable
AE profile and finite duration of use.
The association with pathophysiologic
similarities to hidradenitis suppurativa, inflammatory bowel disease, and
psoriasis further support this practice.
However, cost is often a rate-limiting
factor. Though a 3- to 6-month course of
adalimumab is expensive, we propose
that it costs less than multiple inpatient
stays for debridement, wound VACs,
parenteral antibiotics, wound care,
and the impaired daily function of
the patient.
In this patient, with no clinical
improvement and a negative infectious
work-up, the differential diagnosis was
expanded to include PG. A wound
biopsy confirmed the presence of an
overwhelming neutrophilic response
with a focal area of necrosis, which
could be consistent with PG (Figure
2). The patient was started on systemic
oral corticosteroids, and her symptoms
improved rapidly. She was discharged
from the hospital 48 hours later, with
a prednisone taper with a standard
wound VAC in place. One week later,
significant improvement of the incision was noted (Figure 3). Complete
healing occurred by 6 weeks’ post
hospital discharge. 
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Ibrexafungerp vs fluconazole
for VVC

by BOB KRONEMYER

O

ral ibrexafungerp (Brexafemme; Scynexis) was
found to be a well-tolerated
novel antifungal with similar efficacy to fluconazole
for treating acute vulvovaginal candidiasis (VVC), according to a phase
2 randomized study in Clinical Infectious
Diseases.1 “There has been little change
in the management of yeast infections
since the approval of fluconazole in the
early 1990s,” said senior author Paul
Nyirjesy, MD, a professor of obstetrics
and gynecology at Sidney Kimmel Medical College at Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, who
noted that VVC affects approximately
75% of women in their lifetime.
“Meanwhile, there is clearly a
need for better medications, not
only for women with non-albicans
Candida infections and recurrent and
resistant C albicans infections, but for
those who develop [adverse] effects or
allergy with fluconazole,” Nyirjesy told
Contemporary OB/GYN® (Figure).
The study comprised 186 patients
with vulvovaginal signs and a symptoms score of greater than or equal to
7, who were randomized equally to
6 treatment groups. Five of the groups
were administered different doses of
oral ibrexafungerp (750 mg for 1 day,
300 mg twice daily for 1 day, 450 mg
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FIGURE. Photo of yeast on a KOH smear. (Used with permission from Nyirjesy)
twice for 1 day, 150 mg twice daily for
1-3 days, and 300 mg twice daily for
1-3 days), and 1 group was given oral
fluconazole 150 mg for 1 day. The major
end point was the percentage of patients
with a clinical cure (complete resolution
of vulvovaginal signs and symptoms) at
the test-of-cure visit at day 10.
Results were of the modified
intent-to-treat population (baseline
positive culture) for ibrexafungerp
300 mg twice daily for 1 day (n = 27)
and fluconazole 150 mg for 1 day (n = 24).
At day 10, the clinical cure rates for
ibrexafungerp and fluconazole were
51.9% and 58.3%, respectively. At day
25, patients with no signs or symptoms
were 70.4% and 50.0%, respectively.
During the study period, ibrexafungerp
patients also required less antifungal
rescue medications compared with
fluconazole: 3.7% vs 29.2%, respectively.
The results led to ibrexafungerp
300 mg twice daily for 1 day being selected
as the dose for phase 3 studies, both of
which were recently published in Clinical

Infectious Diseases and the International
Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
However, because the phase 2
studies were not intended or powered
to truly compare ibrexafungerp with
fluconazole, and because phase 3
studies assessed a single-day course
compared with placebo, “most of
the advantages of ibrexafungerp are
theoretical, such as being fungicidal and
broad spectrum,” said Nyirjesy. “Nonetheless, the major clear advantage is
that the drug offers a new effective
therapy for women with acute VVC who
cannot take oral fluconazole or do not
wish to use an antifungal cream.” 
REFERENCE
Nyirjesy P, Schwebke JR, Angulo DA, Harriott
IA, Azie NE, Sobel JD. Phase 2 randomized
study of oral ibrexafungerp vs ﬂuconazole
in vulvovaginal candidiasis. Clin Infect Dis.
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Building a framework for chronic
pelvic pain therapy
by LINDSEY CARR

“I

f you want to provide comprehensive care, it is truly impossible as
1 person,” M. Jean Uy-Kroh, MD,
FACOG, director of the Chronic Pelvic Pain Program at Cleveland
Clinic in Ohio, told participants at the
American Association of Gynecologic
Laparoscopists (AAGL) 50th Global
Congress on MIGS (minimally invasive
gynecologic surgery) in Austin, Texas.
Chronic pelvic pain affects nearly
26% of the world’s female population.
Although its origin is not gynecologic
in 80% of patients, it accounts for 40%
of laparoscopies and 12% of hysterectomies in the United States each year.1
The complex diagnosis of chronic pelvic pain involves multiple conditions
and organ systems, making treatment
a challenge for the clinician and frustrating for the patient.
To better care for patients, UyKroh started the Chronic Pelvic Pain
Program at Cleveland Clinic almost
10 years ago. In her session, Uy-Kroh
emphasized the importance of a multidisciplinary approach to chronic pelvic pain therapy and shared strategies
to help clinicians identify assets and
barriers to program building, map out
a strategic framework, and construct

Chronic pelvic pain accounts
for 40% of laparoscopies
and 12% of hysterectomies
in the United States each year.
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a continuous self-learning program.
She also highlighted the struggles she
endured in the beginning and offered
solutions to common pitfalls.2
The 2 main ingredients of a successful program are knowledgeable
colleagues and local and national resources, according to Uy-Kroh. To begin creating a robust, strategic plan,
she said, it’s imperative that clinicians
know what drives both the clinical
landscape and them personally.
Being honest about goals when
starting a program like this is critical,
Uy-Kroh said. Clinicians must answer
important questions such as these:
“What percentage of your patients will
be restricted to obstetrics and gynecology? Will you see patients with neurologic issues and gastrointestinal (GI)
dysfunction? What resources will your
patients need that your office or hospital system can’t readily provide?”
Not having the resources to expand
and grow was one of the biggest frustrations she and other clinicians faced
when they began seeing patients, she
said. Once she started her program,
Uy-Kroh learned which resources were
available to her and got a part-time
nurse practitioner who could spend
25% of her time on pelvic pain. UyKroh then added colleagues with expertise in pain psychology, pain management, interventional radiology,
urology GI, and functional medicine.
“You must also be realistic,” Uy-Kroh
said. Consider possible downstream

referrals and other practitioners’ ability to accept new patients. “We had several very interested colleagues. When
we actually started seeing patients, we
inundated and flooded them, and they
couldn’t handle the [number] of referrals we had,” she said.

Pain pathways are complex,
making chronic pelvic pain
a difﬁcult diagnosis and
treatment process. How can
it be ﬁxed? Uy-Kroh outlined
the framework in the following
5 steps:
1. Identify patients’ needs.

2. Be honest with colleagues
and your administration about
what you’re trying to achieve.
3. Get the resources you need to
be successful.
4. Determine your program’s
setup—formal or informal? Will it
be self-directed, with you making
personal calls between patients?
5. Build your network of colleagues—don’t be afraid to ask
for help.
Uy-Kroh left the audience with a
metaphor illustrating a multidisciplinary approach to care: “If all you have
is a hammer, expand your tool belt.” 
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Female contraception policies at
US prisons and jails
by BOB KRONEMYER

H

alf of prisons and more
than 80% of jails in the
United States allow postpartum permanent contraception, according to a study in the
journal Contraception.1
In 2016 and 2017, investigators surveyed a sample of 22 state prison systems and 6 county jails about female
permanent contraception and reversible contraception policies. The institutions had a varied geographic distribution and population size, with half
of the prisons privately contracting
health care.
Ten prisons and 4 jails also reported 6 months of monthly data on the
number of postpartum permanent
contraception procedures performed
on women who gave birth in custody.
Overall, 7 prisons and 7 jails that
permitted permanent contraception
had no related written policy, and
6 prisons and no jails provided access to permanent but not reversible contraception. Just 1 prison and
1 jail offered interval permanent
contraception.
Patient consent for permanent contraception was obtained by a variety of
providers, including prenatal providers
inside or outside the jail or prison or a
hospital provider unrelated to the site.
Three women had permanent contraception procedures at 2 prisons,
as did 4 women at 2 jails. “This corre-
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sponds to 3% of birthing people from
prison and 8% from jail within the
same 6-month time frame who received immediate postpartum permanent contraception,” wrote the authors.
All 3 permanent contraception
procedures in prisons occurred at
sites that did not allow initiation of
long-acting reversible contraception
(LARC). Of the 3 jails that allowed both
permanent contraception and access
to LARC, all 3 permanent contraception procedures occurred at the same
jail. Among the 2 jails that did not allow LARC initiation, 1 jail performed

According to the survey,
1 prison and 1 jail
offered interval permanent
contraception.
1 permanent contraception procedure.
None of the 11 prisons and 5 jails
that allowed permanent contraception required the incarcerated person
to pay for it. Nine prisons (82%) and
1 jail (20%) covered the procedure,
but 2 prisons reported alternative payment systems: One pregnant women
give birth at a state hospital that absorbed the cost, and another reported
medical services that were subcontracted to a private company.
Four jails also reported alternative
payment systems for permanent contraception, including options of Medicaid, a person’s private insurance,

and the hospital.
Although the results showed only
a small number of postpartum permanent contraception procedures,
the authors emphasized that any occurring without offering LARC poses
concerns about the balance between
access and avoiding coercion.
Nonetheless, postpartum hospitalization is a convenient and safe time
for many women to opt for permanent
contraception, particularly those who,
such as incarcerated individuals, have
limited access to health care.
Postpartum hospitalization is also
a vulnerable time, with documented
cases of abuses, according to the authors, especially for women who give
birth while incarcerated: They select
neither a birth hospital nor their own
health care professional.
“Given the inherent lack of autonomy of incarceration and history of sterilization abuses in this marginalized
group, policy makers should advance
policies that avoid coercive permanent
contraception and increase access to
reversible contraception in carceral
settings,” wrote the authors. 

Bob Kronemyer is a freelance writer for
Contemporary OB/GYN®.
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PRACTICE MATTERS
HOW TO

Provide excellent phone service
Take steps to ensure a positive ﬁrst and lasting impression.
by BRIAN K. IRIYE, MD; AND JAMES D. KELLER, MD

M

edical care is the ultimate
customer service profession; however, physicians
or medical systems, rather
than the patient, engineer the business.
Physicians and administrators often
ignore one of the most critical pieces of
customer service–related technology in
the office—the phone.
The 2 pieces of technology that probably affect every person seen within an
office are the electronic health record
(EHR) and the phone. The EHR is often the biggest issue for the provider,
whereas telephone and poor service
are often the most prominent issue for
the patient and should rank high on
the list of priorities for most practices.
A Press Ganey report from 2011 stated
that difficulties with ease of appointment scheduling, assistance from
staff, and promptness of return phone
calls lead to patient frustration.1 More
recently, a 2021 Press Ganey report
showed that 84% of patients report
that the difficulty in contacting an office is the No. 1 reason for not booking
an appointment.2
Stopping the loss of 1 or 2 patients
due to phone service will pay for infrastructure upgrades. Addressing the
telephone system and providing ex-
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emplary service, the first impression
for most patients, will allow a practice
to stand out and be remarkable.

Take a test run
For starters, a physician should call
their own office on the general line
or have a friend or relative call and
simulate making an appointment.
Observe the following:
How many rings were there before the
call was answered?
Was there a busy signal?
Are calls answered during lunch hours?
Is there a phone tree (automated routing
service) or live call answering?
How long is the list of phone tree
options, and how long does it take to get
to the last item?
When a live person is reached, does the
person answering provide their name?
Is the caller placed on hold?
Does the call go to voice mail? If a
message is left, how long does it take for it
to be returned?
Is there an early option in a phone tree
for a hospital or referring provider?

This secret shopping technique
should be used for multiple areas in
a practice, such as billing and collections and front office check-in, and is
an exceedingly simple means to assess
phone service.

Structuring the basics
Understanding call volume is key to
providing optimal phone service. Having
a central phone line with multiple lines
that roll over to provide relief from
a volume that prevents busy signals
is imperative. The proper number
of phone lines can be calculated as
follows3:
1 to 99 calls per day: 1 main line and
2 rollover lines
100 to 199 calls per day: 1 main line and
3 rollover lines
1 extra rollover line for every 100 calls
per day

Larger practices should invest in
a private branch exchange system,
which allows switching calls between
office users on local lines and sharing
external phone lines. They also may
want to consider a phone call recording system to assess customer service
and make improvements. These systems must provide adequate security,
with encryption, use of robust passwords, and third-party Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act agreements.

Automated response
Creating an initial phone tree for large
or busy offices might increase efficiency
for the patient and office personnel, yet
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PRACTICE MATTERS

phone trees have a horrible reputation
because of businesses that use them to
reduce personnel and costs. To callers,
phone trees seem impersonal and inefficient. Most offices that use a phone
tree should have only 3 or 4 options:
(1) referring providers, (2) scheduling,
(3) billing department, and (4) other or
stay on the line. Remember, the phone
tree should mainly assist the caller
in accessing the proper live person
most quickly. The response should not
transfer to a voice mail.

CHINNARACH@STOCK.ADOBE.COM

Creating a phone team
Members of a phone team should show
enthusiasm for the practice’s mission,
empathy for callers, and patience and
professionalism under difficult customer service conditions. Day-to-day
emotions cannot be controlled, but
attitudes with phone service are entirely
manageable. Personnel that use the
phone often should be coached to smile
when making calls. Smiling changes the
tone of voice to be more friendly and
empathic. Hence, the call center mantra
of “smile then dial.”
A team member should answer the
call in 3 or 4 rings to prevent patientinitiated hang-ups. Before placing a
caller on hold, personnel should ask
permission to do so. A system with call
parking avoids accidental hang-ups
and can be set to notify when someone is left on hold too long.
Personnel should have headsets that
free users’ hands to input information
into computer systems, provide a clearer voice into calls, and prevent workrelated neck injury. Using call parking
with a recall feature will help avoid accidental hang-ups and unintentional
errors when transferring patient calls.
Offering guidance for challenging scenarios will help your team.
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Examples of scenarios include the
following:

New patients desire
New patients desire kindness, qualified
practice, and prompt appointments.
The answering team should provide
warmth and empathy, reflecting the
practice mission, as they work toward
booking the patient and collecting
demographics. They should ask for
the caller’s name and number in case
of disconnection.

Existing patients who are
rescheduling with suboptimal
reasons
Team members should understand that
rescheduling can be costly to a practice
as the slots become non–revenue generating. They should advise the caller
of the need to adhere to a prescribed
treatment plan, express the provider’s
concern and investment in the patient’s
care and treatment, and point out the
difficulty of finding an opening in the
busy schedule.

Summary
The interactions between technology,
staff, and service bridge how patients
evaluate their care. The phone is often
the most overlooked piece of technology in a practice. Improving phone
service will improve patient satisfaction, avoid financial loss from patient
frustration, and enhance care. 

James D. Keller, MD, is chief medical ofﬁcer
of Advocate Lutheran General Hospital in
Park Ridge, Illinois; vice president of medical
management at Advocate Children’s Hospital; and immediate past chair of the Society
for Maternal-Fetal Medicine (SMFM) Practice
Management Division Advisory Board.

Brian K. Iriye, MD, is the managing physician
of the High Risk Pregnancy Center in Las
Vegas, Nevada; president of Hera Women's
Health; past president of SMFM; and past
president and current member of the SMFM
Practice Management Division Advisory
Board.
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Patients who are upset
The caller’s concerns must be listened
to and acknowledged without interruption. If the situation is especially
problematic, the team should tell the
patient the concern will be researched
and called back later in the day. This
allows the patient to decompress
and reset while the practice
thoroughly investigates concerns and make changes
when possible.
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HELP YOUR PATIENTS

BREAK THE CYCLE

OF RVVC.

Around 50% of women who have a simple
yeast infection (VVC) will likely experience
a recurrence, with 6-9% developing recurrent
vulvovaginal candidiasis (RVVC).1,2
Chronic yeast infection, RVVC, is defined as

3

OR MORE

EPISODES
WITHIN A
PERIOD

which makes it a distinctly different
condition than VVC.3

Be ready to face RVVC
Your patients may not be telling you everything
about living with RVVC. Women living with RVVC
feel and experience RVVC not only physically, but also
emotionally, with repeated symptoms of frustration,
isolation, and depression.4-6 RVVC impacts patients’
satisfaction with life and relationships, so recognizing
RVVC is the first step toward helping your patients
break the cycle.6,7
Recognize RVVC and face it together.

RVVC impacts women’s
romantic relationships,
self-esteem, and social
and professional lives—
76% of women said
RVVC is distressing and
96% of women modified
their lifestyle to adapt
to RVVC. 4-6,*
*In a survey of 206 adult women
living with RVVC.

Help break the cycle of RVVC.

Visit OverRVVC.com/HCP
References: 1. Zeng X, Zhang Y, et al. Risk factors of vulvovaginal candidiasis among women of reproductive age in Xi’an: a cross-sectional study. Biomed Res Int.
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file. Mycovia Pharmaceuticals. 6. Nyirjesy P, Peyton C, Weitz MV, et al. Causes of chronic vaginitis: analysis of a prospective database of affected women. Obstet Gynecol.
2006;108(5):1185-1191. 7. Irving G, Miller D, Robinson A, et al. Psychological factors associated with recurrent vaginal candidiasis: a preliminary study. Sex Transm Inf.
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